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SUMMARY 

N 
Ao  Interest gt-ows Nvpldly In  Industry or*  the 

potentialities of mathematlcStl  programming techrlqueo, 

it appears worthwhile  to have a^aper devote-j  to romc 

of the more pronising ctevelopments Kl\lvh may cpccd up 

the transition from Interest to use.     Three  topi06;^ 

have been selected  (iri  tr.ree sections  that follow) 

whlrh have  recently  cone into prominence:-^ uncertainty, 

combinatorial problems,  and  large seal'? syctor.s.     Tl.e 

reader will  find In  the course of their discussions 

that a survey — tnou^r perhaps not a iystematlc 

curvey — lias been made of current  technique?*    In 

the linear programming field. 

•For consolliatod sources on  techniques In  jlrsear 
programming,  see   [l],   [jjl,   [lOJ,  and   [Si] ;for  iritiK)auctOi7 
material see  [3]  ai.d  [l^j. 

A- 
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by 

O. B. Dantzl:;* 

•*\ 

Ul.'CERTAIMTY 

In  the past few months there have been Important viovelopmenta 

that point to the application of linear prozrarTr.l;.,: mcvliods 

under uncertainty. By way of background let us recali that 

there are in comr.on use two er.Eertlelly ilff^rent typef of 

scheduling applicatlonfl—or.e deslsno.i for tnc r.hort PIT and 

t those for the lonr, run.  In tuch applications the effect of 

probabilistic or chanoo events lr. reduced to a Btinimum«  T^e 

usual ttehnlqua for doing this lr. to provide plenty of fat 

in the syptem.  For examplef corsumptlc:: rates, attrition rates, 

wear—ou^. t-ates arc all planned en the hl^h Bide«  Timeg to eliiPi 

tine to travel, tines to produce are always made well al:ove 

actual needs«  Indeed, tine entire sycten is put tngether with 

plenty of |lack and fat with the hope that they will be tht 

siiock il/Sorbors "/hlch v/lll penr.lt the general objectives and 

tlnln^ of the plar to be executed lr; spite of unforeseen events. 

•Material for this paper has been drawn from speeches delivered 
before The Institute of Management Sciences, Pittsburgh meeting, 
October, 19CA,  and the Sympoclum on Linear Programrulng, Washington, 
D.C., January 29, 1955. 

V 
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In the general course of things,  long—range planr are frequently 

revised because the stochastlco elements of the probien have a 

nasty way of Intruding.    For thlr. reason Also tno ohtef contri- 

bution,  if any of the long—ran&e plan.   Is to effect an   tsnediats 

decision—an'.h an the appropriation of funds or the Initiation 

of an inport^nt ievelopr. nt  eontraot« 

» For short-run BcbedullnSi many of th* slac|t M> I fat 

techni.pie? of its long-^angt brother are employed.    "V-* principal 

diffsrtnctS  are attenclon  to detail ^.d the -.Aiort  l incs-ijori/on. 

Aö  lori^ a3 >rtpah,M t ties ar'» w^l]   above  requlro.v^nir   (or demand] ) 

or If th-- derr.-indn can he shifted  ?.n tlr4C>  this approa?,:--! prenents 

no problems;  I.e.,  it Is feasibio to Impleinsnt the schodule 

in dotall.     Ho'^/er,  v;hero thore 'ire shortages,   the projected 

plan based on ouch te?hnlqvcr> may lead to fictions far from 

optln:;!! ,  uherens these nev/ ret^odc,  v/here applicable,  rrxiy 

result In oonslder-ble savings«    I shall substantiate this 

later by reference to a probier, of A.  ^err.usor or,  the  routing 

of aircraft« 

Raving reviewed  the need for technique? that r::ore  effectively 

account for uncertainty,  let us  turn our attention now  ^o a 

sequence of simple  ideas that has recently culminated in  this 

extension of linear prograimalng methods.    To InUltt»-»  the 

discussion,  a special application of the  "transportation11 

problem will  be deecrlbed,   Tib],   flc] ,   (V].    The  RAND CoiTporation, 

an you know,  has extensive computinj facliltlee  tnat are  in 
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constant use by the research personnel.    About  ' wo years ag€ 

the author was consulted wltn regard to fifKlinK an Improved 

method for» scheduling work  requiring computation.     The n*>ed 

ariose  heraus© the computat.lorj  iAOoratory1!  "cuf!toTne^»,,, the 

research people, were unhappy with tne long; delayr. reneraJly 

Incurred between the tire a  request for conputatjon was received 

and  the  tiros their worlr was corplsted.    Tl Q  prlriclpttl "auar 

of dissatisfaction was quite cleai' for there iras oi.e } rojtct 

that was both top priority and so lanv: li. volunr  that it 

cerrpleteiy abporbed the ortir^ computing capacity for nary Msaks« 

Hhs  r^se^rch people,  befnr hvr.nr;,  were no longer 5i teres-'d 

In the eomputed.answers to their probl<H5fe When the computing 
» 

lab firally rot  around to then. 

Jv thlv  exanpls we hrve a ca^e v;her«  the L1'*^1^*!   r"th5ii 

of scheduling la not necesBarlly the be^t. 

Tn order to '^ve!op a rore flexible decision 3»etbod then 

priority s^^^dul^.f,  a model was dev5nrrl#  In which  the valut 

of a .job fell off th« lon^^r itr- "ompletlrn day was  lelayed. 

^.e fJml  dete'T.lnotlon  of thf  optimum BOhedUlS—whero ootirum 

•The Node] of Optimum SchedulliM of tapJecti on Pmcto Ctr 
Bqulpmeot was aeveloped by Clifford ühaw 01   HMij and the author« 
and  reported  jointly before  the  RAWI^-l'.C.L.A.  Seminar on 
Industrial Scheduling In the winter of l^!x  (the  latter, 
incident illy,   bsing; cne of  the fortrunnesti of ?^ie  Inclltute of 
ManaKetie^t Sciences). 
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meant that tphtdul« whic:. gavt u.e greatest totaJ   "Joy"  tD Its 

cu3 tome re—depended on the üoiutlor.  of a tr-msportatlon prowj-er: 

v;h08ft array io ^Iven bnlow: 

Type 
Job 

i 
ist 
week 

2nd 
wooV 

5rcJ 
v/eel 

Job 1 xii *12 X13 

Job c' 

•   •   • 

XJ' Xgg A« ■» 

Job n V 

Total ^iours 
j    AvaXlabld 

j 

h2 

th Hhcr« X| , 1c *ie hour« (to be letennlnötO Assigned t    th»? 1   " Jci 
tb In the j      ^cei'.    Thos noone^atlve >'. . '■'r>.' to '.-c   ^.•.->:   r\)\< that 

th r,,  (hours nset^ned « hours r^qui^ed r> ^ 1       jot) 

th T x, f      h*,   (i.oure asal^ied <_ iiours available in  .j '    week) 

and such that 

■M^-vV;.       
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Z I cijxij N&x 

« 

. 

where c.. was the value to tne cuatomer per hour expended on 

his project In the J  week. Typically one would assign leas 

1 value per hour the loncer the Job la delayed,* I.e., 

cll > c12 > "' > c 

1 

In* 

Now,  In addition to these reatrlctlona typical of a 

transportation problem this application had the added wrinkle 

that 

0 ^ xij ^ aij 

which states that the hours assigned to 1 * project In the J 

week cannot exceed a...  Typically, a.. • ^0 hours meant that 

only one person could be aaslgned to job J. The adding of 

these upper bound restraints greatly enlarges the alie of the 

probier. If one proceeds In the usual manner of adding extra 

equations to represent these restraints, [l] , [jjj, [>-IJ , t] . 

•'Hie reader will recognize that putting the value on a per 
tiour basis rather than on a .lob completed basis Is a dodUce which 
an experienced formulator uses to get around Indlvlaltllltles 
that for the most part defy mathematical solution (see Section II 
on combinatorial problems). 

* 

I 

• 

■ 

■ 

i 
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To Illustrate, a problem with 13 projects and 10 weeks has a 

total of 26 equations in 180 unknowns. However, after the 

upper bound conditions are added by means of the conditions 

X1J * ylJ - ftiJ 

(where y*,  is a "slaok1* variable,   [^j )  the muiiüer of equiviom; 

is 28 + 180 and the number o? unknorfne  ia  2 x XQO,    The oonatajits 

a* . are rex'erred to as  "capacity restralntj on  n;uw©p." 

It  lo noc difficult  (as wo shall  snow below)   tnat  w.e 

enlarged problem is still a  transportation problem,  aitr.ou^h 

snrangoly enough x, . now   ippearu In three equations«     ir t^je, 

the values of x.» in an optimal solution will  still turn out 

to be  integere if the h.,  r,  and a. . are integers.    To Of.ow tiiis, 

we will use Orden'o  transnhipment device,   [20j .     Iha anlargaö 

tranapoi-tation array below illustrates  the  j^se for »»2,  n*^, 

(the procedure ia,  of course, general): 



a 12 

'13 

a 

a 

21 

L22 

23 

XU x12 x13 

^11 
x{l 

"11  a12 a13 a^l ä22 ^23 hl h. 

4-12. 
& 

y12 x12 

y13 
x1 X13 

x21 X22 X23 
y21 ^1 

y22 x' x22 • 

y23 
x' x23 

? 

. 

a 
where the variables in the array sum across to the Indicated row 

totals and down to the indicated column totals. 

'lYils constitutes a formal proof that capacity restraints 

on routes do not alter the cnaracter of the problem.  It is 

not recoimendea as it stands as a s^ort cut computational device. 

Our purjOoC now io to show, however, thai this problem can be 

aolved witn only slightly more effort than the original trans- 

portation problem without upper bounds. The procedure—referring 

tack to our original array is to divide the variables x11 into 

three classes: 

(a) "basic" variables (nHn—l in nuraber) whose f)otemln!»rt 

is nonvanisning; 

(b) nonbaslc variables at lower bound value (0); 

(o) nonbasic variables at upper bound value (a, .). 

• > 

*/ 

■ 
■ 

,♦• '. «•.■^V^»' 
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Tor example,  in t:.v^ original  array, we may Indicate I :3l? 

varliibles—by putting a oirele aroittHl thc!r. ac ie often ftoi^o, 

Wi  K* nexti ulace tn "upper bounü*1 »ynbol for variable« 

-jit their upper bounds«    T..o prices vu  and v,  associated *rt.tl 

tne equations are cemputeu in tie usual manner,   J.^.,   'J<  "♦" v* • '-A-I 

for all basic variables x,^.    Tlie criterion  for optlmallty for 

such a cysten car. be shown to be: 

u^   ^ v« 2l C
M ^or :;^1 r.onb'iclc variables at J.ower Di-und 

value; 

ui "* v' J^ cii ^or a^^ nonbaslü variables r, ,   -t upper 

boujid value. 

If any variable x., does not   satisl'y  the itoove  optlrr^llty 

criterion«  an improved solution may be obtained by Increasing 

or decreaclng It until some variablo  (perhaps Itsci:') cither 

hitc a lower or upper bourid;   it  Is thia variable which  la 

dropped out fron, the basis. 

The reason why this device works—arid rny rernarlca now apply 

to the most general linear progranifting problem and not   Just   the 

transportation  type—la this:     The simplex method divides  the 

variables  into two classes which are  referred to as basic and 

nonbasic.    The nonbasic variables are custonard ly n*t equal to 

2ero and a  i'ule Is given as  to whf?n  It pays  to  increase any one 

of the nonbasic variables from zero to the  iHrgeot valu*1 possible 

which preserves feasibility.     A little reflection,  however, will 



'" 
•1 

make it cloar   Ui&t the nonbmtic  variables  coulu i.ave been at 

any constant admissible value and the same  ruler, would apply 

on whether It pays to  inureise their v^lue  and,  cf ^ournr ,   tiic 

opposite rule applies as to when It pays tp docnMM it.     If 

the relative cost laotcr-ü  (e.g.,  c.. ~* ai - v)   n'<i ö^^r thun 

zero,   tnen depending Dn  sl^i It will alwayr. pay to  IneroaM  or 

decrease the quantity of a variable.    Mov/ovor,  If  the variable 

is at either end of Ita  range of valuoc  !t may not t)C' possible 

to do this without losing feasibility•    For n fu.Me" account of 

this worV' ?3ee   [g]  and  the  ChamerJ-LfMke paro:1  !''—I1 . 

I^t UR nov; lock at a second device that aakes effective use 

of this upper bounding technique«    l^ct uo conüldci' & situation 

In ifhich the objective  function,  liißtead of being a linear fon.. 

to be minimized,  is of the form 

' 

V 

(1) 
n 
"    P,(^) • Win (x, > o) 

where ^«(^4) Is a convex function and x. a^e nubject to 

(:j) 

n 
(l-l,P,...,m) . 

J-l 

"Convex—separable"  is  the  term U3ed by Ciiarries to describe  this 

class of objective forms,   [4—II] ,  also   [^].     The  trick here   1 
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to repreoent ^^(x) as Ir.deflnlto  (not definite)  Integral which 

is approximated by a sum over k fixed Intervals. 

To see this clearly,   let un note first  that any convex 

function ^(x) may be written 

x 

^(x) -     /^(u)du 
o 

where ^(x) convex means p'(u) is nondeeroasing and that 0f(>j) 

may be approximated by a histogram over some Interval 0 < u < c 

wfiere o Is some assumed ver7 lar^e upper bound for x. In order- 

to avoid any discussion about how well the histogram fits 0,(u), 

which is not gemane to what follows, we are actually assuming 

that ^'(rj has been replaced by i histogram. 

,'r  ^'(u) 
s 

rr 1 

h 1 
..' h-, 

- ^ •• 
h 

■^ 

Here h. _ :'\+\  foliows from the convexity of j^. Wo now repiane 

x by 

x-ii1+A2+«"-»-^ ^1 ^ 
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where J-  are noiüiegatlve variables ajicl k Is the I'l-xeci number of 

intervals  In which the rariKe of x wae subdivided.     It  Is easy 

to cee  that 

2 

M 

fix]  - Min T h^ 
1 

0 1 ^ -. ^l   * 

Indeed,  It Is clear that the minimum Is attained Ly cl-.oosin^. 

A*   - a., L? ■ a^,   •••    until the value of x Is exceeded for 

sorr.e 1   In which case A-   la Bet equal  to  tho residual.     Thus 

the effect of the nlnlmlzatlon is to  represent 0(x) by the area 

under the hljtograr up to x. 

We now employ this approach to solve  (l) and  (?);  the pro- 

cedure Is  to substitute for variable x. and 4, In the  linear 

proßranmlng problem by 

(3) x, 
J 

k 

1-1 
v        ***•••.*** 

. 

and 

(4) "j^jJ 
k 

I   hlJ^ 
1-1 

0 < ^1J < alJ 

and noting that since a minimum for J ^«(xj Is sought in- (l), 

this implies that the values of Ai, Batlafylng (5) must, at the 

rtlnlmurr.,  satlafy    T n. -^.     - Mln. 

• 

.• 

■    V   '"* ■ 
. 
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This manner of  treating convex aepcirable oljecllvc  functions 

appears to greatly increase the nunber of variables v/if'iout 

inertasing the nustber of tQuatlonSt    However,  it la tiio number 

of equations that, as a rule, determines the work In the  simplex 

method.    Moreover,   It  should ^ noted that  there are numerous 

short cuts possible due  to the appearance of several coluinns 

with Identical coefriolmts (except for the cost row)  so th.it. 

In fact. It Is quite simple to rapidly solve C-IH^S Involving 

a  convex separable objective fonn. 

Finally,  let  us  turn to a problem Involvlr - uncertainty. 

For this purpose let us consider by way of an example the case 

of a cannery that has several factories as sources and a number 

of warehouses as outlets.*    The typical  formulation leadn  to a 

transportation problem. 

n ,. 
7   x^ • a^ (a.   ■ availabliity at   1      source) 

J-l 

m 

1J      "J V"J 2   xn * '-'• (>0< ■ requirements at J      coui'ce) 
i-1 

R)      n 

•Z  Z ci'xi * • ^in      (ci i " c0^t of  •'^ Ipplng a unit 
1-3 ^=:i from 1 to j) . 

•For example H. J. Kolnz manufactures ketchup In a hall' JOüO.I 
plants and dlatrlbutes to sone 70 warehouses scattered throughout 
the U.S.; a description of this application bi Henuerson and Schlalfl 
where the demands were assuned known, is given In [13] • 

'S. 

• V»t>- 4  .. .\L».t 
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ch Suppose, however,  that the requlreraents at the J '   source are 

unknown but are given by nome sort of a frequency Jlstrlbul!(* 

Let a& uuppoae  that for jor^e deatlmtlon that 

ixij u 

ic the- anount assigned rind v. 13  the actual ujnount dcr/mded, 

which of course occurs later.    TVier the revsnuse wMch tliC 

company resolves will be proportional to 

KlnCu-j  v.). 

It la clear that the'expected revenues ire a function of the 

anount assigned, u.. In f^ct. If .."; let 0(c»,) be the expected 

cootc (i.e. 1 r'.'vcnuoß, If negative] then 

p(u) J — a 

u 00 

/ vf(v)dv -»• u  / f(v)dv 

'/■0 '••u 

whore a is the factor of proportionality ari f(v)tlv is the 

Probability density distribution of v.  It is easy to srte by 

differentiating that 

U) p'(u} - - l(v)Uv 

u 
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and herxe the er.pected cost as a function of u 1P ^c-ivcy.* 

Let u3 suppose in the v;arehoune problem that all demands 

at   iestlnatlons are subject to uncertainty,  and that  the 

objective Is to arrange the shlpir.erits 00 that the  total expected 

costs are mlnlr.lzed.    The mathematical problem then becomee 

n 
^    X1J " al liml,2t ...,m) 

J-l 

m 
I   xlj * uj (J"l*2, ....in) 

i-l 

where now the expected costs are given by 

1    J J-l 

and ^«(u.) are convex functions giving the expecteJ revenues 

at J If u. is assigned.    Prom {^)  it Is clear that  the derivative, 

P1.(u.), may be approximated by a  hlsto^i IT. obtained  fron the 
J    J 

cumulative distribution of f(v)  starting with ♦ CD.    Acconlln^iy, 

v/e may 'ipproxlnatc fiÄxx.) by cui- second device and  sec  that  ./e 

can solve  this problem as u  "egular tr-ansportatlon problen  with. 

•Result due   to H.   Scarf,  The  HAND Corporation,   soe   [6] . 
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upner bounds ori oertaln variables. Frorp a practical point of 

view the work Involved In introducing; uncertainty Into a probiem 

of this type is only slightly greater than before.  The insulting 

ailocatlone are often quite different«  In the hypothetical 

airline example considered by Ferguson nnd me, the savings In 

expected coats over the earlier procedure reported In Lll| war 

about I0,t.# 

For a mere complete account of the application of llnerr 

programming methodn to a c*la86 of problens InvolvJno; uneertaint) 

the reader la referred to [C]. 

II.     COMEINATOHIAL P^OnLE^S 

Turning; our attention  r.ow  to the application of linear 

pvogrammlnc to combinatorial   type problems — the  future  hi 

this area appears  to be  leas   certain.    J^ecause of success 

with the   "aoslt'.n.xont" problerr»« and with large  scale  "traveling 

üale3man,'##*  problenü it does  seem to be worthwhile  to try  Co 

•The paper on tha extension of  ;llj  to tue  case of uncertainty 
Is under preparation. 
• 

••The Assignment Problem is one of asolcnlnc optimally n men 
to m Jobs when  the vrilue of having the 1-th man on  th*»  j—th jo    is 
laiown.     It  is a  special  case of a  transportation  problem aiscucsed 
earlier,   [lb],   [lei,   [^1;   see  also Votaw-Order. paper  [??J ,  anJ 
J.  von Meumann   [22] . 
•••'ilie Trn.veling Salesnan Problem la one cf finding the best order 

to tour m cities  so as to minimize  total distance  covered;  see   [9l . 

»    w       i 

'.' .. ■   .       .'       .       ". 
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find further use for such methods In this area. 

It  lb  interestlnf, to note  that mathematicians have been 

looking over other branches of mathematicn as wel2  with the 

hope that  they may find sl./nlfljant applications  of those new 

methods.     Others have been busy,  not only encourasln^:   ipplications 

In different branches of mathenatlcs, but in different rielüs 

such as chemistry, economics,  engineering,  etc.  as well.    Perhaps 

one  reason  for human progress arises from the  curiosity of Hiari 

to exploit eyery_new_ tool^, 

An ex'uTiple that has recently received cone attention is 

one which was discussed by  the author briefly  In a course  in 

the Department cr Agriculture Graduate School  a number or years 

ago.     It concerns a classical problem of Cner.ical  Thermcdynamlos: 

Given any mixture o? ga-.es under constant presaure and tor.peratuie 

conditions.   It will eventually  reach an equilibrium position; 

problem — determine the amounts of various types of nolccules 

in the mixture when the equilibrium Is reached.     IV.ls type of 

problem can  be  repreflente i  in mathematical  ten/.s  in  the form of 

a system of equations. 

I a^xj - bi (Xj > 0) 

^XJ ' ^ 

£ x,  log (y,x,/x)  - Mir 

,   fc'*av5.^».  - 
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minimized Is called the free efiergy fwotlon«     Qienlstr  aolve 

cucli  syr terns In a fairly efficient way.     They start out with 

basic problem Is one of selecting fron We class of extreme 

RAJ.'D Corporation paper In preparation. 

ti" wheiv xi » number of rnoleculeL' of the  J   '  type; a. . ■ rjunber 

of atoms of type 1 in  a molecule of the  J       type;  b,   ■ nunber 

of aton-iS of type  1;  y,  Is a given constant.     The form beln^ 

<? 
' 

$ 

that  combination of rrv-type molecules which form the major mole 

fractions In the mixture.     The first approximate  solution  can 

be  obtained by setting,   as first estimate,   the minor components 

zero;  from this first approximation of major components an 

Improved estimate on minor components can be made and the process 

can then be repeated.     Ct »mists arc Interested, however.   In 

being able  to solve such problems without  the  aseumea prior 
■ 

kDowledge of which combination constitutes the major components. 

Recently,  Selmer Johnson,• observing that  the free energy 

function  is a convex function in the number of molecules of 

different types In the mixture,  was able from this to set up 

a procedure  that extended many Ideas found In  the separable 

convex  caue discussed earlier to the  case of a more general 

convex function.    His procedure,  of course.   Is free of any 

assumption about major components. 

Mow,  my objective  in discussing this problem In tals section 

Is simply to point out  that there Is a combinatorial aspect 

contained  In every linear programming problem.     Indeed,  the 

v 
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polnts of a polyhedral  convtx the one w;ilch maxlmlzpB a given 

linear form.    The fact  that there are procedures like the 

■Inplex method which are fairly efficient In selecting such 

corr.clnatlona Is the reason why It 1c tried for certain com- 

binatorial problem«.     Indeed^  It Is  juat those protlens where 

tne extreme points of a convex can be identified with the 

combinations of Interest where this approach has paid off.     In 

the  case of the traveling salesman problem It wao necessary 

to go further and to find ways of removing extreme points  of 

a convex which could not be  Identified with  tours.    In the  case 

of the aaslgnmtnt problem this was not necessary. 

Let  us turn to topology.     Recently,  Alan  Hoffrran* was able 

to use  linear programmlnp:  to prove an Interesting theorem of 

Dilworth on partially ordered sets—namely,   that  the maximum 

number of elenentc with  the property that any pair of elements 

In  <rbe  subset are unrelated  Is equal  to the minimum number of 

disjunct chalnr ooverlng the set.    What he  ehowed was that   thlr 

theorem was our old friend  the  ;:uailty theoren   of  linear In- 

equality theory in disguise.    Stimulated oy this,  toth lioffman 

and Independently Fulkersor   (joint wlU   the  author),   |Cl,  were 

able  to Phow that a  theorem  Jue  to Ful/erson anu  Ford on 

cap-titles  1n netwevlcr  v/ac  r.'^lr  our old  f'rfend  the duality 

theoren  In disguise.     Tnere  Is a close  relation between  this 

theorem and a well-lmo'n theorem of Menger on /^raj^hs.    rn.e 

"National  Bureau of Standards paper in preparation. 

•vs,.' ■'•    '   ^ .     V'   ft* .^ 
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Pulk'erßon—Kord,  Max Flow PUn Cut TY.eoretu,   il2] , states  tr.at the 

rr.ixlrtÄl  floi* between a fixed Source am a fixed zitik In a r.tt'./ork 

Is equul  to ir.lnlrmiin cum of capacities on .^rcs whici"! separate or 

rut  the  sovrce fi-om the rink. 

* 

< 

s« 
Max Plow * 5 

Alrr.ost all  ^cr.blmtorlal applications that I run fcnlliar 

with  In  thJ.5 area depend on the Integral'character of the b?.clc 

solutions of the  transportation prohlor:..     Ur»leac oth^r types 

of v;^trlceü can te discovered with  thic property for their 

basic solutions or at  least for the o; tlmal taslc solutions 

(ac  In Marl'Dwltc'  Metal  Prc^ocs Model,   [ic])  the potential 

developnentt in the conblr.atorial field ^.^y b*» llrrlted.     I have 

found one ca&c whei'e  the optimal   values of varieties wei^e   inteserc 

In  a  linear progranrr.lr^ proMem v.'hich was not of the  transportation 

type  In  a puzzle wMcv.   I  recently rin across.     Jacobs  i^eporti' 

that his  "Caterer Model"* bar this property.    ThlJ gives hope 

that  the field may net coon be sterile. 

•The  Vierer Problem concems th« scheduling of purchases and 
launaerintj of frcsl. napkins for a kno«m future ccbedulo of Mfitllj 
it  Is a narap^ianed aircraft spare engine problen,   [lr3l . 

■; 
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. 
III.  SPECIAL METHODS FOR SOLVINO LAROS SCALE SYSTEMS 

The last section Is devoted to a short plea that linear 

programmers pay greater attention to special methods for solving 

the larger matrices that are encountered In practice. Witii 

regard to the possibilities of solving large scale linear pro- 

grammlng problems, c\e  can sound both an optlmlstlo and a 

pessimistic note. Ihe pessimistic note concerns the ability 

of the problem fomulator, either amateur or professional, to 

develop models that are large scale. The  pessimistic note 

also concerns the Inability of the problem solver to compute 

models by general techniques when they are large scale. If 

this Is so. Is not the great promise that the linear programming 

approach will solve scheduling and long range planning problems 

with substantial savings to the organizations adopting these 

methods but an Illusion and a snare? Are the big problems 

going to be solved as they have always been solved—by a detailed 
- 
system of on—the-spot somewhat natural set of priorities that 

resolve every possible alternative as It arises? 

Let us consider a modest planner who  Is concerned with 

the expansion of motor production—let us say a special type 

motor that requires a special  type of steel and r.ust use tools 

fabricated from this steel and the  tools which fabricate theso 

tools also use  this steel.    The tools that  fabricate steel we 

will call below steel capacity,   those that fabricate tools — 

.-^■••Kv- ^mCäBÜ 
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tool capacity, and thooe  tnat fabricate motors - motor capacity. 

The planner 13 quite modest because he Is willing to consolidate 

all of the multitudinous activities and Items Into these simple 

terms.    The Initial Inventory must satisfy the flrot 5 equations 

In detached coefficient form given in the tableau, while the outputc 

from the activities In first time period must satisfy the next  5 
equations. 

Actlvltlep   (l»t Poriod) ActlvUlea   (?nd  Period) 

• 

• 

n 

Motors Steol Tool P .ad rxcee? Cap.| Motors Ste el Tool Prai. eocoesc i -«p. 
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Sie«]  Cup.      ■ 1 ♦ 1 
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i 

X ^ 1 . ••i 

Motcr C^p,      ■ ♦ 1 ♦ i 

Steel  Stocks • a -1 1 X» ^ 1' 

Motor Stccks ■ -I ♦1 
I 

r      i      i T ■      t       1         i 

Inventory balance 1 
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i 
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If the planner la Interested In developing a progran over 

two yeara by quarters that meets a specified schedule of known 

sales and creates the  largest stockpile of motors for any 

future sales that may develop,  then the pattern of coefficients 

In the tableau must be repeated for eight  time periods.     If 

we denote the upper and lower blocks by A and B rcopectlvely, 

the model has the form 

(1) 5x8 

10 x 8 

A 

B    A 

B    A 

B    A 

B    A 

B    A 

B    A 

B    A 

T^e resulting system of 40 equations  in  fyb variables with  the 

objective  to maximize a stockpile of motors can be aclved in 

a half hour on a modem electronic  computer.     Let this planner 

now decide  that his model  Is entirely too coarse and that he 

:r.ust plan by months,  distinguish two types of irtotors arid two 

types of  steel and our resultant system becoit.es 7 x 54,   14 x c** 

or 1C4 x 33C.    At  this size  the computation would require about 

«>*■ thm  /.;   ^tf^h 
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one week using one Bhift per day. Pror- the viewpoint oi' the 

computer the planner Is no longer modest.  However, lor the 

planner It Is clear that the so-called "detailed" model above 

is at best only useful as an ovei^-all type of guide, but hardly 

detailed In a realistic sense. 

Let me cite an example from another area — the problem of 

routing cargo aircraft.  Let the variable x..^ represent the 

number of aircraft of type k  routed between city 1 and J.  Let 

us dlstlngulah between six types of aircraft, ten time periods, 

and twenty cities.  In addition, consider a second set of variables 

^lli v,rt^oh ^3 thc tons of cargo shipped between city 1 and J 

on the way to t.    Our eQuationü become 

■■ 

.. 

(2) 

Aircraft In « Aircraft out;    I xcJk - T xlck 

J 1 

(k'-l,...,6}(c-l,...,c?0) . 

Cargo In - Cargo out:    *ci+ ZVcfr* Tyici* bci    fc-1» •••»20)(c"X,., .,20) 
J 1 

Cap, 2 Tonnag« Raq.:    J Sj^Jk " I ylji  (l-l,... .POKM ,... ,20)  -■- 

x * 3 
4 

Plane Months Avflilahle:    Z T uiixi •    * pk 
1  J 

As we see again such a system involving only a few cities, type 

aircraft, and cargo destinations generate easily a system in > 

i 

?> 
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1,000 equations In 10,000 lUiknowua.    Superflülaily,  a vci-y 

discouraging situation. 

Indeed,  at the present time,  it is possible to solve 

rapidly probltms in the order of a hundred equdtlona.    Tho 

Orchard-Hays 701 Simplex Code,   [l9j, has solved many problems 

of this size with ic high as 1,500 unknowns and machine times 

of five to eight hours as a rule—all with excellent  standards 

of accuncy.    However,  It lo self-evident that no mattet   how 

much  the general purpose codes are perfected,  they vlil  tc 

unable to solve the next  gene ration of probicr.s which will  be 

larger in size. 

However,   let us note  there has been progress in this area: 

Ihe excellent work of Jacobs en  the caterer pr-obler.,   [l^j ,  and 

the work of Jacobs,  Hoffntn,   [i^j *  «'chnaor,   LI'JJ ,  ou  the pro- 

duction smoothing problem are exampleß of what ray tie done with 

certain dynamic models with a sin^ple repetitive stiTJcture. 

Cooper and Charnes have employed  In their work a number of short 

cuts that have permitted resolution of certain iaT-^e scale 

systen-.s.    At  RAND we have found efficient v.'ays to hand compute 

generalize! transportation problems,  ana Markowltr h^a proposed 

a general procedure  In  thin area  that  Is pior.ir.lng.    Kany moaeln 

exhibit a block triangular structure arid certain partitioning 

methods have oeen proposed whlcn  take advantage c»f  tills  type of 

structure,   [b] . 

-   ^^SVÄ^ 
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At RAND there Is a special electronic corputer code for a 

special type of problem called the  "metal proccselng" model, 

[iflj.    Mathematically,  this may be described as a slightly 

generalised type of transportation model of the fonr. • 

(5) 

2> 

I« 

1JXU 

1J 'J 

!■! ,2,... ,in 

J"l,?i...fn 

I XIJ0IJ • Mln 

• 

> 

where X*., a-, b-, c.. are known constants and x.. > 0, 

'Hie special code (which only works for a particular choice 

of c.j) can work out solutions to a 300-equatlon system of this 

type in about an hour. 

Except in highly specialized models of the transportation 

type or others where unusual characteristics can be taken 

advantage of, it is suggested for industrial applications that 

every effort be made in the early stages to prepare a consollcJated 

version of a model« There are several reasons for this. In 

the first place this effort results In a model which is often 

very useful In itself. Secondly, it provides an excellent 

dry run for methodology.  In a word, it is better for adminis- 

trative and technical reasons to keep the model Initially small. 

' 

.. 
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Inevitably when the size of models does Increase, there 

are a nunber of devices that give promise of greatly reduclnc 

the ajnount of computation.  However, conol'iorably r.oro pesearv;i 

than has occurred to date Is ncfjdcd.  In the first place there 

appears to be a number of Important characteristics commonly 

found in practical models that need to be exploited• 

(1) Kost factors in the coefficient matrix arc sere. 

(2) In dynamic structures the cocfflclertc aie often tht- 

same from one time period to the next. 

(3) In dynamic solutions the activities employed often 

persist from one period to the next. 

(4) Transportation type submatrlces arc common. 

(5) Block triangular svibmatrices are common. 

Block triangularity In one of the most promising character- 

istics to exploit, [5]. When a matrix la composed largely of 

zeros where the zeros are In no obvious pattern, it Is often 

practical to solve directly for the prices and the representations 

of the vectors entering the basis rather than to solve for them 

by means of the Inverses of successive bases.  The transportation 

model Is a classical case where this approach has oald off. 

When many variable» have simple upper bounds, It Is no longer 

necessary, as we have seen earlier, to add one more variable 

and equation for each such restraint.  Instead, It Is possible 

to slightly modify the original simplex algorithm and apply it 

to the system excluding the upper bounds. 

• . 
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In many problenr there are equations that may be considered 

as forming a set of side conditions; for example, conditions 

that capacity of certain machines Is never exceeded or the 

characterlotlcs of a certain product (e.g., viscosity Is within 

specifications).  In most problems only a small subset of these 

"secondtiry" constraints are likely to be active, i.e., at their 

critical value—the others being well within capacities or 

specifications.  In such cases it is recoimended that the linear 

prograrmlnpr problem be first solved without regard to these 

secondary constraints; then the system is enlarged to include 

the secondary constraints and an initial basis Is obtained by 

augmenting the final basis of the smaller problem. This will 

result in a basis in which not all variables associated with 

the secondary constraints are positive.  However, In this form 

the dual simplex procedure of Lemke may be employed, [if]• 

Often in practical cases only a few Iterations are needed to 

clean up the negative variables and obtain an optimum solution. 

For  fuller discussion of these possibilities see ["t)J » [Tj . 
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